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Gold Medal
Indeterminate
The 1-3 lb fruit is a smooth and bi-colored tomato.
Yellow fruit is blushing with rosy red that radiates from
the blossom end.

2

Brandywine

One of the best tasting tomatoes.The large fruits,
often over 1 lb., have a deep-pink skin and smooth,
red flesh. The medium-tall, potato-leaf plant is best
staked or caged.

3

Rose de Berne
Indeterminate

Rich brandy-wine like Swiss heirloom.

4

Blush
Indeterminate.
Sweet, fruity flavor has universal appeal. Beautiful,
bright yellow snacking tomato. Red stripes appear as
blossom-end red marbling develops. Strong plants
tolerate tough conditions.
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Indigo Rose
Compact indeterminate
Moderately vigorous. Unique, dark tomato. Green
when unripe, purple-red when ripe, the 1–2 oz.,
cocktail-sized tomatoes have good flavor with 'plummy'
overtones.
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Striped German
Indeterminate
The flat, medium to large tomatoes with variable
shoulder ribbing are shaded yellow and red.
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Prudens Purple
Indeterminate
Johnny’s Seeds Early Brandywine type yields flattened
smooth fruits, many over 1 lb.

8

Pineapple
Indeterminate
Pinetree Seeds combination of orange and yellow
stripes both inside and out. Very large, beefsteak type
fruits are 5 inches in diameter with juicy, meaty flesh,
and a fine mild flavor.
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Margold
Indeterminate
Classic flavor and appearance. Very soft flesh has
excellent, sweet flavor and great texture. Similar in
appearance to Striped German. 7-10 oz. fruit.

10
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Moskvich
Indeterminate
Johnny’s Seeds fruits are early, deep red, and cold
tolerant. Rich flavor. Smooth and globe-shaped. 4-6 oz.

13

Old German
Indeterminate
Hearty 1-lb. heirloom boasts beautiful color outside...
extraordinarily sweet, yellow flesh with few seeds
inside! Dates back to the mid-1800s from Virginia's
Shenandoah Valley.

15

Yellow Pear
Indeterminate
Distinctive petite salad tomato. The tall, vigorous vines
bear quantities of small, 3/4–1 oz., lemon yellow, pearshaped fruits. Mild flavor.
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Rutgers
Determinate
Uniform 7 ounce fruits are a brilliant red with a terrific
full bodied flavor. A Jersey heirloom tomato.

18

San Marzano 2
Indeterminate
Johnny’s Seeds High-quality strain of this classic
heirloom paste tomato. The strain originates from
Parma, Italy, where it was developed for the 1950's
canning industry.

19

Canestrino
Indeterminate

20

Meaning Little Basket, Canestrino is a tasty Italian
heirloom from Tuscany with a plump red body and
slender green-yellow shoulders. Its slightly ribbed,
pear-shaped fruits weigh in at just 8 ounces and are
best picked when slightly green for the most flavorful
gourmet taste. Canestrino is also a top pick for Tomato
paste.
Big Rainbow
Indeterminate
Stunning shades of gold to scarlet and everything in
between make this heirloom variety truly stand out.
Giant fruits, up to 2 pounds, have a rich balance of
acids and sugars that gives it a true old-fashioned
tomato taste. Resistant to foliar disease and cracks.
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Hungarian Heart
Indeterminate
Brilliant reddish-pink oxheart type fruit is large—
frequently exceeding one pound! The fruit of this
heirloom is firm and meaty like all oxheart types—great
for paste, canning or fresh use. The crack-resistant fruit
contains very few seeds and shows very little tendency
to develop cores. Heavy production all season long.
Originated outside of Budapest, Hungary, around 1900.

22

Cosmonaut Volkov
Semi Determinate
Wins every taste competition with its rich complex
flavor! Sweet and tangy fruits are slightly flattened
with a healthy red color and moderately green
shoulders. Originally from Ukraine. Produces high
yields even in cool conditions.

23

Tomatoberry
Indeterminate
Unique strawberry-shaped fruits. High-yielding plants.
Deep red fruits have broad shoulders which taper to a
blunt point at the blossom end, giving them a heart-like
appearance. Firm, meaty texture with excellent sweet
flavor. Fruits avg. 1" x 1"

